Friday 15 November 2019

PERTH

Teachers and Students are invited to attend a STEM Conference with a difference!
The intent of the Conferences is to ignite interest from many schools in STEM, particularly from students who aim to
develop themselves and others in these subject areas. The conference brings together teachers and students with
inspiring role models, industry innovators and universities for an immersive day of interactive STEM workshops.
Teacher PD workshops from leading STEM
experts, teachers and students on topics as
diverse as...

DR KARI PITTS

>> The Smart City and Digital Technology

Senior Chemist and Mineralogist
ChemCentre, Superstar of STEM

>> Cybersecurity – In a World of Machines
>> Ukit Experience Class for Teachers
>> Advanced projects using Micro:bit
>> Assessing the Technologies Curriculum
>> Engineering Teams for Group Projects
>> If you can see her, you can be her

_________

Hands-on sessions for students and
teachers, examples...
>> The Secret Science of Cryptography
>> STEM 4 Girls - Inspiring girls (and having fun at the same time)
>> Robot Science
>> It’s A Zoo Out There: Using the Hummingbird Bit to Create a Robotic Animal
>> STEM: From school to the real world

Dr Kari Pitts is the Senior Chemist and
Mineralogist in the Physical Evidence Team of
ChemCentre’s Forensic Science Laboratory.
She holds a PhD and a Masters in Forensic
Science from UWA, and a Bachelor of Science
with Honours from Curtin University. Her
expertise is analysing remnants of everyday life
left at crime scenes; paint, glass, gunshot
residue, soils, fibres, and anything else that isn’t
biological, a drug or radioactive. Dr Pitts has
reported over 300 cases and given expert
evidence in criminal trials in Australia and New
Zealand.

DR LAURA KUHAR
Research Team Leader CSIRO
Superstar of STEM

>> AI for Good Challenge
>> Robot Olympics

Dr Laura Kuhar is a research team leader in the
CSIRO Minerals group. She is working towards
the vision of a world with invisible mining
operations - no expansive open-cut holes in the
ground, no tailings dumps and slimes dams, no
dust and no dangers posed to underground
miners. Laura has a chemical engineering
degree and holds a PhD in chemistry. Laura is
passionate about enthusing children about
science and believes that their interest has to be
peaked at a young age to keep them involved.

>> Exploring STEM with coding in Minecraft
>> From Mystery Object to Projects
>> How to Grow Your Own Brain
>> Autonomous Vehicle Challenge!
.....and more

_________
plus Problem Solvers Sessions...

MORE INFORMATION:

Outstanding Keynote Speakers!

spark-educonferences.com.au/it-takes-a-spark-perth-2019/

A Joint Initiative of Intuyu Consulting and John Curtin College of the Arts

Contact

Rachel Manneke-Jones
Registration & Booking Spark EDU
Conferences / Intuyu Consulting
P I 0411 270 277
E I rachel@spark-educonferences.com.au

Adrian Bertolini
Conference Coordinator Spark EDU
Conferences / Intuyu Consulting
P I 0413 036 382
E I adrian@spark-educonferences.com.au

TEACHER MINI-MASTER CLASSES
40 min parallel sessions held across 2 rotations
The Smart City and Digital Technology

*Listed program is subject to change

Kate Bovell, Iona Presentation College

In the Year 9 Digital Technology elective at Iona Presentation College we have been studying Smart Cities over the course of Semester
1. As part of our investigation we have made a prototype of a Smart City, using resources available to us, including mBots, LittleBits,
micro:bits and Arduinos, in order to make some of the components of a smart city, such as driverless cars,
parking sensors, and boom gates. In addition to employing these various technologies in our project, we have also 3D printed various
components of the city and also laser cut some of the structures. Come along and find out how you can run elements or all of this
project in your school
School / teacher stages: Next Step and Extending
Suitable for Secondary Teacher

Ukit Experience Class for Teachers

UBTECH Robotics

In this session you will have the opportunity to explore the latest Artificial Intelligence education curriculum and the AI Education
teaching tool – the Ukit series. The Ukit is a robotic themed approach to learning and is a gold award winner at the New York Design
Awards. Come and see how you can introduce learners to the latest in AI and make robotic learning engaging to the student!
School / teacher stages: Beginning and Next Step
Suitable for Primary & Secondary Teacher

Cybersecurity – In a World of Machines

Donna Buckley, John Curtin College of the Arts

It is recognized that to transform 21st Century Education there is a need to move beyond siloed subject areas or teaching and learning
practices. In this mini-masterclass you will be introduced to John Curtin’s interdisciplinary approaches and the successful learning
activities that have been used in the classroom under the theme “A World of Machines”. As the Internet of Things grows and
entrepreneurs take advantage of these growing technologies it is equally important for entrepreneurs to consider good security
practices in any product design. Teachers will walk away with a baseline understanding of the cyber security ecosystem in Australia,
and be equipped with classroom-ready curriculum and resources to teach students.
School / teacher stages: Beginning and Next Step
Suitable for Secondary Teacher

Assessing the Technologies Curriculum

Deanne Poole, ACARA

When planning teaching and learning we have an idea up front about what we want our students to learn. But…
How will you know if the unit of work was effective to achieve that? What evidence of student learning can you collect?
How will you know if you are being effective in teaching this curriculum?
In this session we will explore ways to plan for assessment and collect evidence in Digital Technologies.
School / teacher stages: Beginning
Suitable for Primary, Secondary & Specialist Teacher

Engineering Teams for Group Projects

Natalie Delfos, John Curtin College of the Arts

Have you shied away from group work because you always get the same complaints from student about one person doing all the work?
Have you ever thought, there must be a way to assign kids to groups so their personalities and skills complement each other?
Have you ever tried looking for a definitive set of group roles that doesn't centre on a leader and then everyone else?
In this session you will explore how Natalie has combined training about group roles and current research from the Google research
department and come up with a method so good that kids were asking for more. In this session you will be taken through the research
and how it was successfully implemented in a year 9 class for a STEM project.
School / teacher stages: Beginning, Next Step and Extending
Suitable for Primary, Secondary & Specialist Teacher

Advanced projects using Micro:bit

Mukesh Soni, Pakronics

Micro:bit is quite popular for technology classes as it works straight out of the box. However it also has amazing features like radio
communication between Micro:bits which allow for more complex projects and digging deeper into sensor network and data logging.
To attend this workshop, a basic working knowledge of Micro:bit will be useful. However, the workshop will briefly touch upon graphical
programming before indulging into inter-Micro:bit communication using radio and using them for creating exciting data logging
applications.
School / teacher stages: Next Step and Extending
Suitable for Secondary & Specialist Teacher

If you can see her, you can be her

Michelle Radley, Women in Technology WA

How do we enable and inspire the next generation to thrive in the digital world? How do we get girls involved and passionate about
developing the future skills required, dealing with gender bias, creating disruptive technologies, etc?
Techtrails is a STEM school incursion programme designed to generate passion, excitement and interest in technology and science
based careers to motivate secondary students to explore and purse study and careers in these areas. This presentation will provide an
overview of WiTWA’s Techtrails STEM & Future Skills Incursion Program and a demonstration of the Techtrails Digital Toolkit – where
the user is guided to choose their favourite subjects to explore the different pathways.
School / teacher stages: Beginning, Next Step and Extending
Suitable for Secondary Teacher

STUDENT / TEACHER DIGI-DESIGN MINI WORKSHOPS
40 min parallel sessions held across 2 rotations
Student (Year 4 to 10) and / or Teacher
The Secret Science of Cryptography

*Listed program is subject to change

Donna Buckley, John Curtin College of the Arts / Life Journey

The battle between code makers and code breakers goes back thousands of years and is of even greater importance to the security of
information in our technological age. In this workshop you learn the basics of cryptography and will apply
deciphering techniques to crack secret messages.
Linking to the complex field of Cyber Security, the ASD Cyber Experience will allow students to build foundational knowledge and
understanding of this complex field and develop the hard skills required for a career in Cyber Security.
Suitable for Primary & Secondary Student / Teacher

STEM 4 Girls - Inspiring girls (and having fun at the same time)

Melinda Allen and students, St Jude’s Catholic PS, Langford

This mini workshop is aimed at primary school students who are interested in setting up a STEM group for girls at their school. We
would love all girls to access STEM and are passionate about making it fun and exciting. Some of the projects demonstrated by the girls
(via video and the presenters) include: Slime (magnetic, blackboard, fluffy, sparkly, etc), 3D printed jewellery, Bots (a variety of bots
including art bots, bristle bots), Designing and Creating lip balm and many more!
Suitable for Primary Student / Teacher

It’s A Zoo Out There: Using the Hummingbird Bit to Create a Robotic Animal

Anna Davila, Iona Presentation College

In this workshop, participants will work in teams to build a robotic animal. They will use Microsoft MakeCode to create a
program to control a robotic animal with one moving part and a light feature made with the Hummingbird Bit and BBC Micro:bit.
Suitable for Secondary Student / Teacher

AI for Good Challenge

Charlotte George, Lauren Pitcher and Michelle Williams, All Saints College

Artificial Intelligence often gets a bad rap in the media and movies (just think of Skynet and Terminator)! In the AI for Good Challenge,
students are supported by their teachers to learn the basic concepts of Artificial Intelligence and then embark on a design-thinking
challenge to dream up a creative way that AI could be used to make a difference in the world. Come along and learn about AI, ethical
design and participate in a mini-AI concept design activity run by the students from All Saints College!
Suitable for Secondary Student / Teacher

From Mystery Object to Projects

Michael Caldwell, Perth Individual

Simple everyday objects can have extraordinarily rich histories in our society and have direct impacts on us all, how can this tiny object
have so much power? In this session you will be presented with a mystery object as a provocation. You will be led through a simple
design process to brainstorm potential projects you could take on that could make a significant impact to our society.
Suitable for Secondary Student / Teacher

Exploring STEM with coding in Minecraft

Steven Payne, Microsoft

In this workshop Steven Payne, who has been demonstrating the power of Minecraft across all curriculum areas for the past five years,
will show how the in-built code builder can be used to enhance the opportunities available for students to learn within Minecraft. You will
have the chance to show off your creativity and coding skills while you collaboratively solve fiendish maths, science and engineering
problems. Minecraft: Education Edition is now available free-of-charge to all schools in WA.
Suitable for Primary and Secondary Student / Teacher

STEM: From school to the real world

Nick Coplin, KodeKlix

Have you ever wondered …
How does my automatic night light work?
How does my TV remote change channels?
How does the reversing sensor on my family car know when to beep?
How does a volume knob turn my music up and down?
How does a solar light know when to come on?
How does an air conditioner know when to turn off?
How does a electric fan change speeds?
Presented by Nick Coplin, an engineer, innovator, and parent, this workshop will take teachers and students through the technology
design process to understand how things work in the real world. The workshop will also give you a chance to have a hands experience
with the amazing KodeKLIX kit and resources.
Suitable for Upper Primary & Lower Secondary Student / Teacher

Robot Science

Mukesh Soni, Pakronics
Like any other robot, mBot also has a brain (mCore - the programmable microcontroller-based hardware) that can be used to create
other projects other than driving the wheels. In this workshop, participants will use the mCore of the mBot with additional
electromechanical components to create new projects. These projects can support learners on science topics such as sound, light,
distance and temperature.
To attend this workshop, a basic knowledge of graphical (or script-based) programming will be useful. However, the workshop will
briefly touch upon graphical programming before indulging into mBot-based science projects
Suitable for Secondary Student / Teacher

STUDENT / TEACHER DIGI-DESIGN MINI WORKSHOPS
40 min parallel sessions held across 2 rotations
Student (Year 4 to 10) and / or Teacher

*Listed program is subject to change

Robot Olympics

Sarah Hill, Yidarra Catholic Primary School
The Yidarra CPS students have combined Digital Technologies and Design Technologies to create robots and an interactive robotics
obstacle course. In this session attendees will be able to:
- Review the design process involved in the project including documentation, videos and photos of all stages of development.
- Test the obstacles and robots to see if you can beat the class best score.
- Provide constructive evaluations and feedback on the process
Attending teachers can take away how they can run this in their own classes.
Suitable for Primary Student / Teacher

Autonomous vehicle challenge!

Owen Brasier, Australian Computing Academy, University of Sydney

Program your own autonomous vehicle to navigate through an obstacle course that you design! You’ll be able to design your own
course and see if you can finish, and challenge yourself.
Suitable for Upper Primary and Secondary Student / Teacher

Astrobot Building

UBTECH Robotics
Robotics requires problem solving, critical and creative thinking, and collaboration. In this session you will be designing and building an
Astrobot to meet a design brief and perform over an obstacle course.
Suitable for Primary and Secondary Student / Teacher

Astrobot Competition

UBTECH Robotics

Robot competitions are a great way to learn coding and develop your problem solving and collaboration skills as a team. In this session
you will get hands-on experience on programming an Astrobot to achieve a goal. You will be using the bots built in the first rotation
workshop.
Suitable for Primary and Secondary Student / Teacher

Ice Cream STEaM

Sarah Caldwell, Perth Individual
We all know ice-cream is awesome – but how do you make the best ice cream? Come on a journey of discovery through a range of
activities to explore the design process for your own ice-cream!Attending teachers will discover how you can use this project to develop
learners to be problem solvers whilst covering the curriculum.
Suitable for Primary and Lower Secondary Student / Teacher

How to Grow Your Own Brain

Tammy-Anne Caldwell & Todd Budden, Above & Beyond Education

When you really grapple with the possibilities of STEM you will realise that it develops your capacity to be a brilliant learner and problem
solver. In this interactive session the Mind-Brain Lady & The Mindful Man will show how using A Holistic Approach to Educational
Neuro-Science can help you realise & reach your incredible true potential. Come along to this session to learn some simple, fun, handson ways you can use to improve your mindset and Grow Your Own Brain!
This workshop is perfect for Primary Teachers & Principals & Home-School Parents, plus Yr 4 – 6 Students.
Suitable for Primary and Secondary Student / Teacher

Being a Problem Solver

Chee Wong and Karina Martini, e2 Young Engineers Perth

Good problem solvers are good thinkers. They usually see problems as challenges and life experiences and try to stand above them,
objectively. In this session you’ll learn a simple approach to solving problems that will take all the mystery out of things being “too hard”
or “too complex”. Chee and Karina will have you tackle some great problems using this approach and you will see problem solving can
be a fun and accessible process you can apply anywhere!
Suitable for Primary and Secondary Student / Teacher

Armadale Robotics Clubs (ARC) Hands-On Workshop

Cecil Andrews College – Armadale Robotics Clubs

Staff and students from Armadale Robotics Clubs schools will provide interactive demonstrations of the 4 FIRST Robotics Programs
they participate in. A short presentation will explain the FIRST and ARC Missions and competitions in WA, Australia and Worldwide and
promote participation for high level STEM Learning. Students will present an FLL Innovation Project as part of the presentation. The
remaining time will provide an interactive opportunity for participants to have a go at the activities.
Suitable for Primary and Secondary Student / Teacher

STUDENT / TEACHER DIGI-DESIGN MINI WORKSHOPS
40 min parallel sessions held across 2 rotations
Student (Year 4 to 10) and / or Teacher

*Listed program is subject to change

STEM Expo Hands-on Activities Area - Student / Teacher DigiDesign workshops
First TECH Robotics challenge - Rover Rukus: Belridge
Secondary College

Creating conductive art: Yidarra Catholic Primary School
Join the Yidarra Catholic Primary students in using
conductive paint, pens and tape mixed with
technology such as makey makey and LED lights to
create truly interactive pieces of art.

FIRST Tech Challenge teams are challenged to
esign, build, program, and operate robots to compete
in a head-to-head challenge in an alliance format.
Come and learn how the Belridge team have planned,
designed, developed and evaluated their REV robotics
kit and their robot design.

Smart Cities Showcase: Iona Presentation College

The Science in Lego Prototyping: e2 Young Engineers Perth
In this expo activity students and teachers will learn how to
use Lego to visualise/explore basic physics & engineering
concepts. You will be given a choice of Lego prototypes to
build and through the process explore the concepts that
underpin the prototype.

Big History Lustre Project Virtual Reality: Australind SHS
VR has the power to connect us to history and culture of
people and places that are challenging to visit. In this
session Australind SHS will share the work done around
using VR to share a range of indigenous culture and
perspectives including a mini Documentary using Google
cardboard and a free viewing app from the app store.
Bring your personal mobile devices to watch!

Project based learning with Microsoft MakeCode:
Steven Payne - Microsoft
We will demonstrate Microsoft MakeCode (with Circuit
Playground Express, micro:bits and Minecraft) to
challenge students with projects that build creativity,
computational thinking and collaboration skills.

Noongar Bush Tucker and Medicine:
Cecil Andrews College – Girls Academy
Come and explore the science and design process behind
Noongar Bush Tucker and Medicine. Girls from Cecil
Andrews College will show the production process include
herb harvesting, drying, oil infusion, recipe use to mix base
products (bees wax, coconut,rose and almond oils) into
emulsions with Traditional Medicinal plants including Pig
Face (Carpobrotus) and Fragonia (Agonis fragrans) and
Sandalwood (Santalum spicatum).
They will also display and explain the in-School Process with
Image Posters and a Mixed Reality Digital Presentation
including AR, VR and 2D content on Mobile devices and VR
Goggles made with the Vortals APP https://www.vortals.app/

The Tweeting Galah Augmented Reality: Kim Maslin
Have you ever been called a galah? Now here is your chance
to actually be one! Learn about cyber safety while using
Zappar face tracking technology to transform your face into
one of the characters from The Tweeting Galah cybersafety
book series.
Learn about how Kim uses Augmented Reality in a fun,
interactive and innovative way for students to engage with a
written story, and extend learning opportunities in literacy and
digital technologies lessons.

We have made a 3D printed / laser cut prototype of a
Smart City which uses mBots, LittleBits, and Arduinos
to model some of the components of a smart city,
such as driverless cars, parking sensors, and boom
gates. We have also used micro:bits to collect data,
which microcontrollers are requently used to do in
Smart Cities. Come along and see how it all works
and learn how you can do this in your school!

KodeKLIX: Nick Coplin
KodeKLIX® is a fun, motivating and easy-to-use platform that
allows children as young as eight to learn programming and
electronics without traditional barriers of complex computer
syntax or risk of burnt fingers from soldering wires together.
Come along and check out the amazing things you can do!

The Mad Maker Challenge: Belridge Secondary College
Over the past couple of years, Belridge students have taken
part in the Mad Maker embedded systems design challenge
through the University of Sydney. Micah Kendall, who placed
2nd in the competition, will explain his vision sensing
software entry. Come and learn how you can train a robot
(like the Mars Rover) to select objects to collect!

Sun Protection – A Primary Teaching Resource: Geoff Kaye Compu.Ed
Australia is fortunate in having a culture of sun, surf and
outdoor activities. However, we also have the reputation of
having the highest incidence of skin cancer in the world.
Come along and use a photosensitive “smart” card
embedded on to an image of human skin and participate in
(or design your own) experiments to learn about the impact
of exposure to the sun while you learn about science,
human biology, maths, data collection and analysis, and
digital technologies. For teachers, Geoff will share lesson
plans, research, and strategies.

Mining for Ore: Newcrest Mining Ltd
Put your miner’s hat on and work out how to mine for
raisins in fruit toast. However you need to remove the
raisins without damaging the surrounding toast. As an
extension challenge can you rehabilitate your toast so
it is as good as it was before?

Displays and activities with....
Pakronics
UBTECH Robotics
Education Services Australia
Officemax Winc
and more...

PROBLEM SOLVERS DESIGN CHALLENGE
90 minute parallel sessions
Student (Year 4 to 10) and / or Teacher

*Listed program is subject to change

Cargo Ship Challenge
Walter Maguire, John Curtin College of the Arts
Cargo ships carry cargo, goods, and materials from one port to another. Thousands of cargo carriers ply the world's seas and
oceans each year, handling the bulk of international trade. As part of showing your skill as designers, you will be given the task of
designing a model cargo ship to be built from purposefully terrible materials (baking paper, masking tape, elastic bands, and cooking
skewers). This ship will need to carry a load of cargo (small steel weights) across a body of water. You will also have to predict how
much weight you can carry and decide how many trips to take in order to win the manufacturing contract.

Fleeing the Surface of the Earth
Hayden Brown, Australind State High School
The Earth is facing a mass extinction event which is going to make the surface of the Earth uninhabitable. However you are being
given an opportunity to flee to an uninhabited place beneath the Earth’s surface, the Moon, or another planet in the Universe in the
next 365 days. Where would you go? Why and when would you go there? How would you get there? Working in groups, you
are going to try to answer this question

Virtual Plant Cell - immersing students in science using virtual reality
Karina Price, ARC Centre of Excellence in Plant Energy Biology
Virtual Plant Cell is a pioneering educational virtual reality (VR) initiative that connects students with the sub-microscopic inner
world of a plant and to how global agricultural challenges can be tackled through science innovation. Come and learn how to use
and implement low-barrier-to-entry VR in the classroom using our free Virtual Plant Cell resource packages, which include
immersive and hands-on activities (biology topics ranging from Cell Biology and Genetics to Organisms and Environments to Food
Security and Agriculture).

Designing for Global Equity
Kim Flintoff, Curtin University
RealLives is a gamified simulation that brings home the challenge of life in its many splendors and complexities. During this
problem solver session you will experience life as someone born elsewhere in the world. The challenge you will face will be
drawn from analysing the life you experience in the simulation and deciding on a factor that might improve the quality of life for
the person in that situation. Learn what it really could take to make a difference to another person in the world.

Creative Entrepreneurs in Action
Holly Baker, Ashley Lance, Silas Butler, Madhav Rajesh, and Aditiya Ullas Chandran, All Saints College
Young people have amazing ideas. Everyone can be creative and anyone who has the courage can be an entrepreneur!
In this session you will be led through the design process to solve an authentic problem by five students from All Saints College.
These students attended an Innovation, Creativity, and Entrepreneurship Education Summer Camp in Chongqing, China in late
August. This should be awesome!

Bush Trauma Survival
Natalie Delfos, Katarina MacDowell, John Curtin College of the Arts
Injuries while bush walking or hiking are a possibility due to the uneven and at times unstable ground. Teams of geologists in the
mining industry are often dropped in remote area for a week at a time looking for new mineral deposits. Your team needs to
develop a solution for the potential that one member of the geology team is injured and the team needs to transport them to the
nearest clearing where a helicopter can meet them.

Jamie
Students from John Curtin College of the Arts
Jamie is a mobility impaired Year 9 student who struggles to support a pen/pencil and use a computer mouse. As a result, his
academic progress and personal success is limited which is having an adverse effect on his motivation and confidence. Jamie is an
intelligent and highly creative young boy who desperately wants to communicate his thoughts and creativity and become an Engineer.

Keeping everyone healthy
A/Prof James Curran and Owen Brasier, Australian Computing Academy, University of Sydney
Our health system faces many challenges, and with an ageing population there is even greater need to find innovative solutions to
make our lives better. Work collaboratively in groups to develop solutions with technology to think about the issues in health, address
the types of issues that we face and develop solutions, either big or small!

Increasing recovery of plastic waste to be recycled
Natasha Rogers, Greenbatch Foundation
In Australia, about 2.5 Mega-tonnes or 103 kg per person of plastic waste was generated in 2016-17. Just 12% was recycled with
87% sent to landfill and 1% sent to an energy-from-waste facility (National Waste Report 2018). How do we, as a community,
increase the recovery rate of clean uncontaminated plastic waste so that we can recycle it back into the products we need in our
everyday living?

Flow of the day....

*Listed program is subject to change

8.15am

Arrive for Registration, coffee and networking

8.40am

Master of Ceremonies - Welcome, set up for the day and housekeeping

9.00am

KEYNOTE SPEAKER - DR KARI PITTS

9.35am

ROTATION ONE - 40 min parallel sessions
>> Teacher Mini-Master Classes
>> Student and / or Teacher DigiDesign Mini-Workshops and STEM Expo

10.20am

MORNING TEA
An opportunity to network with other teachers and students, and explore trade displays

10.50am

PROBLEM SOLVERS DESIGN CHALLENGE
90 min session - parallel sessions for teachers and Year 4 to 10 students

12.25pm

LUNCH - An opportunity to network with other teachers and students, and explore trade displays

1.10pm

KEYNOTE SPEAKER - DR LAURA KUHAR

1.45pm

ROTATION TWO - 40 min parallel sessions
>> Teacher Mini-Master Classes
>> Student and / or Teacher DigiDesign Mini-Workshops and STEM Expo

2.30pm

WHERE TO FROM HERE? Student session
WHERE TO FROM HERE? Teacher session

3.00pm

FEEDBACK AND CLOSE OF THE CONFERENCE
Fill in your feedback forms and be invited to be on the Steering Committee for next year.

MORE INFORMATION:

spark-educonferences.com.au/it-takes-a-spark-perth-2019/
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Contact
Rachel Manneke-Jones

Adrian Bertolini

Registration & Booking Spark EDU
Conferences / Intuyu Consulting
P I 0411 270 277
E I rachel@spark-educonferences.com.au

Conference Coordinator Spark EDU
Conferences / Intuyu Consulting
P I 0413 036 382
E I adrian@spark-educonferences.com.au

NON-GOVERNMENT SCHOOL REGISTRATION INFORMATION
(Government Schools: non-refundable registration fee. Full T&C's on registration page)
Q. What does my registration include?
A. Every student registration for the It Takes a Spark! EDU Conference includes attending keynotes, digidesign hands-on workshops,
social justice problem solvers activities and materials.
Attending PD Teachers will receive a 6.5hr Professional Development Certificate of Professional Learning, access to all activities
/events, keynotes, masterclass sessions, workshops, presentation materials and notes, access to presenters and professional
conversations.
Price includes tea/coffee, morning tea and lunch however you may like to bring your own snacks and extra water.
Q. I have a question about the conference
For general enquiries, please contact Rachel: office@spark-educonferences.com.au or call us on +61 0411270277
Q. Is my registration transferrable?
Yes, your registration can be transferred to a colleague or student we ask that you provide all transfer details to us by contacting
office@spark-educonferences.com.au
Q. What is the refund policy?
A. 75% refund is available from 11 to 30 days prior to the event – Perth 15 November 2019. After the cut-off date (Sunday 3/11/2019)
refunds are not available. However, we will be pleased for you to transfer your registration to another attendee (see above). Please
contact office@spark-educonferences.com.au to process this transfer.
Cancellation of an event by us
In the event of insufficient applications, the programs will not proceed and registration monies will be fully refunded. In the event of the
program being cancelled, registration monies only will be refunded as we will not accept liability for the payment of any other
associated costs.
Payment of registration
By submitting this form you are confirming that you have been given financial approval by the school/organisation to attend. All
registration payments must be made prior to commencement.*Early Bird rate must be paid by the invoice due date otherwise we
reserve the right to re-invoice at the standard rate.**Presenter fee (teacher/sponsor/guest) - maximum two. Students must still pay
even if presenting.
Student attendees: You agree as your school representative teacher to take full responsibility of the students attending with you. We
aim to ensure all presenters/facilitators have their WWCC and the event meets Occupational Health and Safety requirements.
Privacy Policy
We promise to keep your information private at all times. We will not sell, pass on or by any other method share your information with a
third party. We will store your information for the purpose of communication regarding the event and for methods required by you to
use tools associated with this event. You will be added to our newsletter list for future events and correspondence, you are welcome to
unsubscribe at any time.
NOTE: We will send emails prior to the workshop requiring you to take actions. This may include completing a short questionnaire to
understand your current ability and needs, reading materials, accessing tools, setting up technical requirements, dietary requirements,
and a reminder. Whilst we aim to keep these to a minimum, your responses greatly assist in making the day more relevant to you.
Accessibility
We are committed to making our events as inclusive as possible. If you have additional accessibility requests, please contact us at
office@spark-educonferences.com.au
Media on Premises
As part of our ongoing commitment to empower students and teachers, we may photograph, video and audio record our events to
share important discussions and experiences via our presentation content, so we can scale our reach to people who are unable to
attend our events in person. By entering our event location during our event, you agree that Spark Education Conferences has the
right to use your likeness, image, voice, etc. in photos, videos and in any educational, marketing, advertising or related endeavours
relevant to the work. You will not be compensated in any way for the use of your likeness, image or voice, etc. Being on the premises
during our event means that you release and hold harmless Spark Education Conferences from any claims or actions that arise as a
result of this production. You may opt out at any time by letting us know.
Thank you so much for your support and cooperation. We look forward to partnering you to create an inspiring conference.
Spark Education Conferences is a subsidiary of Intuyu Consulting Pty Ltd ABN 76 622 581 060

